Date: ___________

LAGOON OF DOOM OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
This instruction manual should be used in conjunction with Inflatable
2000, Inc. Operations Manual. Specific rules that apply to the Lagoon of
Doom are detailed in this manual. Always read the “Safety Rules” label
attached to the inflatable game prior to operation. This label will specify
any instructions relevant to the game ensure safe operation.
MODEL NUMBER
SERIAL NUMBER
DIMENSIONS
INFLATION FAN REQUIREMENTS
MINIMUM ANCHOR POINTS
MAXIMUM WEIGHT RESTRICTION
MINIMUM HEIGHT REQUIREMENT
MAXIMUM HEIGHT REQUIREMENT
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
MINIMUM NUMBER OF TRAINED OPERATORS

Lagoon of Doom
19’x16’x7’6”
(1) HP Blower
(4)
250 LB EACH RIDER AND 1200 LB TOTAL

44”
80”
2
1
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Lagoon of Doom Set Up Instructions
1. Attendant(s) MUST be present and operating the inflatable unit at
ALL times!
2. Set up your Lagoon of Doom on incline of no more than 15 degrees.
3. Be sure the area that you will be setting your inflatable up is free of
all debris including any rocks or sharp objects. Grass or hard ground
is fine for set up as long as there are no rocks, debris or sharp
objects.
4. Lay out a ground tarp to protect the inflatable.
5. Required area for inflated Lagoon of Doom: 19’x16’x7’6”
6. Required clearance from adjacent obstacles is five feet (5’) around
and above the perimeter of the inflatable.
7. Tie off any unused blower tubes.
8. Remove the two bottom leg extensions from each a-frame (DO NOT
DISASSEMBLE THE LOG ROLL MECHANISM FROM THE AFRAMES) set the complete a-frame and mechanism into the proper
holes of the mattress. Once the stands are sitting on the ground you
can fold the mattress up from the front and install the leg extensions
back onto the a-frames. Complete all four leg extensions and make
sure they are properly installed.
9. You can now inflate the mattress. Once inflated, be sure the log is
centered within the rectangular cavity. Now install the two a-frame
covers to the mattress.
Secure unit to the ground with the (4) 18” ground stakes provided or
Use at least 50# of sandbag or water bags at each corner.
The Lagoon of Doom should not be operated in wind speeds in
excess of 15 MPH. Deflate immediately if wind gusts develop.
Do not secure the inflatable to a vehicle (or any object) that could be
Inadvertently move while the lagoon of Doom is in operation.
You are now ready to inflate the unit. The trained operator(s) should
now perform an inspection of the attraction. It is strongly
recommended that any parts of the inflatable showing any signs of
wear or distress be given special attention to immediately and sent
back to Inflatable 2000 for repair or replacement (at owners
expense).
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Trained operator(s) should be present at all times. Under no
circumstances should the Lagoon of Doom (or any inflatable) be left
unattended!
10. Before allowing riders to use this game, be sure that the log rolls
freely and also that the brake is working correctly with your helper on
the log. If log still rotates slightly, simply tighten the bolt on the
caliper a little and this should stop that problem. The Disc brake
assembly should be located next to an entrance/ exit near your
attendant.
Operator should only allow two riders at a time on log and or
inflatable.
Both players should be wearing the headgear provided with your
Lagoon of Doom.
11. The players are now ready to start playing the game. Each player
should be standing opposite the other player’s direction.
12. Each player should have one foot on the log and be told to get ready.
13. Once the whistle is blown or the go command is given, they hop onto
the log with both feet and try to cause their opponent to fall off.
14. We usually play the best two out of three is declared the winner.
You can operate at your discretion.

RULES OF PLAY
NO GLASSES * NO SHOES * NO SHARP OBJECTS
NO HATS * NO FOOD, CHEWING GUM OR DRINKS
NO FLIPS * NO JUMPING * NO CLIMBING ON SIDE
WALLS
NO FIGHTING OR ROUGH PLAY *
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You should not participate in this game if you may
have any of the following conditions: Current or
previous injury to the back or neck, any respiratory
conditions including, but not limited to, asthma or
bronchitis, chronic knee or any other joint conditions
or pregnant.
PARTICIPANTS SHOULD BE INSTRUCTED TO
EXIT THE ATTRACTION IMMEDIATELY IN A SAFE
AND CONTROLLED MANNER SHOULD THE UNIT
BEGIN TO DEFLATE.
If the attraction begins to deflate due to a power loss
or otherwise, the total deflation time on the Lagoon of
Doom is approx. 5 minutes.

Should such an event occur, the trained operator(s)
should advise the participants on an orderly exit and
not allow any new participants to enter the attraction
until the attraction re-inflates completely.
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Deflated dimensions of your Lagoon of Doom (approx):
36”x36”x36”
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Updated disc braking system

Here are a few notes regarding the Disc brake system, (photo above).
The braking system is pre-set to the recommended tension.
You will only need to lower the log into the “A” frame stands and tighten the
lug nuts located behind the side plate(s) adjacent to the log assy.

Have a great time with your new Lagoon of Doom and please play safely.
We recommend all of your attendants be properly trained and understand
all of the Instructions above before used as attendant for this unit.
Please contact us with any questions or comments:
www.inflatable2000.com
626-969-7780 Office
626-969-4480 Fax
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